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Abstract— Groundwater detection using classical electromagnetic (EM) wave ground penetrating radar (GPR), which utilizes single-input single-output (SISO) antenna configuration in open-air condition, results in poor signal propagation through soil. This paper proposes groundwater detection using enhanced GPR system utilizing buffer-layered antennas, where an additional medium is placed between the antenna and the ground, acting as a matching layer. The performance of the proposed scheme is investigated using frequency-domain time-domain (FDTD) based numerical simulation. Typically, numerical GPR simulation using real measurement parameters requires large number of meshing and therefore takes longer time to perform and is run on computers with high specification. In this paper, comparison between simulations using real scale and frequency scale model is also presented. Simulation result indicates improvement in wave propagation inside homogeneous soil using buffer-layered antenna, which can be observed in both real scale and frequency scale simulations.

Index Terms—Antenna, buffer-layered antenna, GPR, GprMax, ground penetrating radar, groundwater, frequency scaling model.

I. INTRODUCTION

GROUNDWATER exploration activities have been actively promoted around the world to encourage new discoveries of water aquifers as people have become weary to depend solely on rainwater as their main water supply, especially in dry season. Groundwater detection techniques have developed from the ancient water divining and test drilling technique, to more current, non-destructive method such as seismic and ground penetrating radar (GPR).

GPR is an established non-invasive method which employs electromagnetic (EM) wave in subsurface sensing. Working on the principle of reflection and backscattering of EM waves, GPR is widely used to detect and image subsurface objects, typically at shallow depth in many applications such as civil engineering, archaeology, geology and forensic [1].

A classical GPR system for subsurface sensing carries out single-input single-output (SISO) transmission and utilizes a pair of antenna in an open-air condition [2]. It radiates EM wave into the ground via antenna and records EM waves reflected from boundaries of soils and other subsurface materials, if present. These reflections are contributed by the differences in electromagnetic properties of ground layers, particularly relative permittivity. More energy is reflected by abrupt boundaries compared to gradual boundaries that separate the contrasting mediums.

While GPR technology has developed rather progressively in the last three decades, in groundwater detection however, its performance is often limited by severe constraints as water aquifers are normally settled deep under the ground [3]. Paper [4] implies that water aquifers exist at far greater depth, as deep as 20 m beneath ground surface. In detecting groundwater, EM wave emitted from transmitting antenna experiences signal attenuation and reflection from different mediums and particles as it travels downward into soil. The rapid rates of signal attenuation, more than often result in reduced penetration depth of GPR in soils [5], which explains the average soil penetration depth by GPR is relatively at 5 m only [6-7].

In other research areas, for instance in submarine and medical device, usage and performance of antennas immersed in lossy medium have been investigated [8-10]. It turns out that, usage of intermediate medium in between mediums with contrast dielectric constants shows positive improvement in wave propagation characteristics, whereby, it smoothens out the transition of the radiating wave between the source and the scanning model and eventually increases radiation efficiency. Another study has discovered a possible relationship between transmitted power and thickness of intermediate medium, such that power changes periodically as thickness of the medium increases [11]. Unfortunately, the properties and structure of such intermediate medium have not been conclusively studied in these papers.

Carrying out an in-depth groundwater detection on actual
ground field without any prior expectation may incur unnecessary cost. In most cases, initial simulations are often conducted and the results are used as references before performing real exploration on the field. Numerical modelling of GPR is based on FDTD method. Performing such simulation of low radio frequency for deep soil penetration using actual size model entails lengthy time and high in cost, in terms of software and computer’s minimum specification. These challenges can be overcome by using frequency scaling model. Theoretically, it is achievable as EM wave travels in terms of distance.

This paper presents GPR simulation of scanning radar scene models in detecting groundwater located 20 m under the ground, using a pair of antenna immersed in intermediate medium, hereafter termed as buffer. This paper also presents simulation results of same radar scene models, however, in a laboratory environment (lab scale radar scene) by employing frequency scaling model. Fig. 1 illustrates conventional GPR in SISO system, which uses antennas in open air condition, and the proposed enhanced GPR system which utilizes buffer-layered antenna.

The work presented in this paper is organized as follows. Section II determines parameters of buffer layer and demonstrates simulation setups for GPR radar scenes. Section III discusses simulation results and section IV concludes the paper’s work.

II. BUFFER LAYER PARAMETERS, SIMULATION RADAR SCENES AND BUFFER LAYERED ANTENNA

There are three parts to this section: defining parameters of buffer, simulating the corresponding GPR performance in real scale and lab scale as proof of concept and lastly, designing a buffer-layered antenna for lab scale radar scene setup. CST Microwave Studio and GprMax are the two numerical modelling software involved in this study. GprMax is an open source software, which employs FDTD algorithm and is developed to perform GPR simulation and provide results in A and B scans [12]. Meanwhile, the commercial CST software is utilized to design buffer-layered antenna and simulate similar radar scene in terms of time signal.

A. Parameters of Buffer

In this study, dielectric constant of the buffer, $\varepsilon_{rb}$, is calculated by taking the geometric average, that is the $n^{th}$ root of the product, of dielectric constant of every medium, $\varepsilon_{ri}$, that the electromagnetic wave signal intends to propagate through (1). This method is selected instead of using any random number, or the ordinary averaging method since it minimizes the effect of fluctuations of sampling, which in this case, is the number of propagating mediums [13]. Other properties, such as, conductivity and permeability are suggested to be equal to that of the soil.

$$\varepsilon_{rb} = \sqrt[n]{\prod_{i=1}^{n} \varepsilon_{ri}}$$

Radar scene for this study involves two mediums, which are air and homogeneous soil as shown in Fig. 2. A 2-D real scale single-input single-output (SISO) radar scene is simulated using GprMax software, transmitting a 400 MHz Ricker waveform from a point source antenna to obtain the optimum dimension (thickness $t$) of buffer layer while its width $d$, is set at half-wavelength. Half wavelength is the maximum antenna distance allowable to avoid multiple spectral peaks when using multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) configuration, which is the final concept of the proposed system. However, this paper only discusses SISO configuration to prove the proposed concept.
C. Buffer-layered Vivaldi Antenna in Lab Scale Radar Scene

Following the proof of concept simulation in part B, a 3D simulation using buffer-layered antenna detecting the presence of groundwater based on SISO system in lab scale measurement is performed using CST software. GPR system typically uses horn antennas to transmit and receive EM waves as they are best known to provide high gain transmission and minimum loss when receiving EM signals. However, following the concept of this study, which at later stage will be applying the notion of 3x3 MIMO system, horn antennas are not particularly suitable to be used due to their relatively large size.

In MIMO, antenna receivers are placed at half-wavelength intervals while antenna transmitters are separated at three times of that to achieve space diversity [14]. The size of horn antennas for 8 GHz transmission, on the other hand, exceeds its half-wavelength. Hence, placing buffer-layered horn antenna physically next to each other for a 3x3 MIMO system is not feasible as demonstrated in Fig. 5. Instead, vivaldi antenna is designed and applied in the radar scene.

Vivaldi antenna is generally conceived as the planar form of horn antenna as it has similar contour as ridged horn antenna and it outperforms other planar type antennas, particularly in terms of gain. An exponential tapered slot edge with microstrip feed structure, coplanar vivaldi antenna is employed for 8 GHz transmission. The tapered slot is designed using standard exponential equation as in (2), where $r$ is the opening rate of the exponential taper, and $a$ is a constant.

$$y = ae^{-rt}$$

Fig. 6 presents the design architecture of vivaldi antenna used in this study. The structure of vivaldi antenna works over wide frequency range and has the capability to extend the low-end bandwidth limit and provide enhanced antenna matching [15]. The performance of the designed antenna as transmitter and receiver in the lab scale groundwater detection radar scene is simulated using SISO system in two conditions such that, when it is in air and when it is layered with buffer medium as illustrated in Fig. 7. The simulations are performed using CST simulation software.

![Fig. 6. Vivaldi antenna in front view (left) and its feeding line in back view (right).](image)

![Fig. 7. CST simulation of lab scale radar scene using vivaldi antenna in air (left) and in buffer layer (right).](image)
III. SIMULATION RESULT AND DISCUSSION

Simulation scanning result by GprMax are presented in terms of A-scan and B-scan. A-scan reflects 1 dimensional result of signal travelling in time, while B-scan portrays 2 dimensional model of the radar scene.

In section II part A of defining parameters of buffer, based on Fig. 1(a) and following equation (1), dielectric constant of buffer is calculated to be 2.23 after taking the square root of the product of dielectric constant of air and homogeneous soil. Fig. 8 yields that EM wave travels longer in homogeneous soil when it is emitted from a buffer-layered transmitter, compared to when the transmitter is in air. The reduction in attenuation rate could possibly be initiated by the extension of skin depth as difference in dielectric constant between soil and air is reduced when buffer is introduced as intermediate medium between the two.

Based on the results obtained in section II part A, proof of concept in real and lab scale radar scenes as illustrated in Figs. 3 and 4 are simulated using GprMax, and the simulation results are presented in the following figures. A-scans in Figs. 10 - 12 show recordings of signals received by the receiver as EM wave signal travels from point source into the homogeneous soil and finally meeting the flat surface of groundwater. The first recorded spike (at about 10 ns for real scale and 0.5 ns for lab scale) is called direct wave, which translates to the wave dispersed within the moment it exits the point source. There is barely significant differences in direct wave between real and lab scale models. The other visible spike (at time around 31 ns for real cale and 1.6 ns for lab scale) is the reflected wave from when the transmitted signal meets the flat surface of groundwater. Reflected signals in lab scale radar scene are observed to have more distinguished ripples compared to the ones recorded in real scale radar scene. This is most likely the result of differences in sampling frequencies used in both models.

Fig. 8. Normalized signal strength in homogeneous soil when EM wave is emitted using normal and buffer-layered transmitter.

In narrowing down the dimension of buffer layer, Fig. 9 exhibits the normalized signal strength of EM wave as it propagates down into the soil from transmitter immersed in various thickness of buffer layer. It is observed that signal strength is not directly proportional to the thickness of buffer layer. Normalized signal strength rises and reaches its peak before declining down as the buffer layer thickness continues to be increased to a full wavelength. This pattern of dependency is similar to that found in [11]. At 20 m depth of homogeneous soil, normalized signal strength is highest when the wave is emitted from buffer-layered transmitter, which thickness of the buffer layer equals to three quarter wavelength.

Fig. 9. Normalized signal strength of EM wave in homogeneous soil, transmitted from buffer-layered transmitter, of different buffer layer thickness.

Fig. 10. Time domain Ez electric field strength of groundwater incident using buffer-layered antenna and air-antenna in; (a) real-scale using 400 MHz; (b) lab-scale using 8 GHz.

Fig. 11. Signal strength of direct wave using buffer-layered antenna and air-antenna in; (a) real-scale using 400 MHz; (b) lab-scale using 8 GHz.
In both radar scenes, the receiver in buffer-layered antenna records much elevated direct wave and relatively stronger signal strength of reflected wave from groundwater compared to the receiver in air-antenna setup. Table 1 shows the maximum level of signal strength, in unit V/m, of each direct and reflected waves recorded by receivers in both antenna setups for real and lab scale radar scenes. In lab scale, the signal strength of reflected wave from surface of groundwater is recorded at 225.0 V/m and 696.4 V/m using air-antenna and buffer-layered antenna, respectively. Higher reflected wave signal strength suggests lesser signal lost during penetration and travelling through the homogeneous soil medium, hence provides higher possibility of detecting and locating the groundwater. The differences in reflected signal strength between air-antenna and buffer-layered antenna in both scales are relatively similar, which are 29.2% in real scale and 27.5% in lab scale. This implies that simulation employing frequency scaling model gives comparable results.

B-scans in Figs. 13 and 14 demonstrate that reflection of groundwater can be seen more prominently in buffer-layered antenna system, albeit a slight delay in the response indicating small discrepancies in depth of groundwater, at about 20.5 m under the ground for real scale, and 1.05 m for lab-scale. The cause for delay in response is possibly related to velocity changes of the signal wave as it enters mediums with different refractive indexes. In this study, where the depth of soil is known, such circumstances can be corrected with mathematical algorithm at later stage.
Fig. 15 compares detection level of groundwater when the enhanced GPR system with buffer-layered antenna is simulated in real scale and lab scale. Given the same equivalent radar scene, depth of soil and simulation setting, GprMax simulation in lab scale generates similar result as simulation in real scale. Simulation time is greatly reduced by 95% from 900 s to 45 s, and memory usage is lessened by 87% in lab scale simulation.

| TABLE II |
|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
| Measurement     | Frequency (MHz) | Simulation Time (s) | Memory Usage (MB) |
| Real scale      | 400             | 900             | 903 MB            |
| Lab scale       | 8               | 45              | 116 MB            |

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper, investigation of improving deep groundwater detection using buffer-layered antenna is presented through numerical simulations in real scale and frequency scale models. Applying buffer-layered antenna, comprising of structure which includes an additional intermediate medium layer between the antennas and ground, further enhances transmitting signal propagation distance, and the receiving signal power. This provides an improved performance of groundwater detection at 20 m beneath homogeneous soil, compared to utilization of conventional antennas with similar base antenna properties. Simulating the radar scene in a laboratory environment by employing frequency scaling model, produces similar result as in real scale measurement in shorter amount of simulation time and lesser computer memory usage.
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